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To add a new vehicle, select the year, make, and model at left. Please try again.Please try again.In
order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Please try your search again later.See full review Manufacturer Video Onsite
Associates Program For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. 10 Year Warranty This
item is backed by our 10year warranty. In the event this item should fail due to manufacturing
defects during intended use, we will replace the part free of charge. This warranty covers the cost of
the part only. Please note Any modifications to an item of any kind before contacting us will void any
and all warranty coverage for this item. Please contact us before modifying the part so that we have
the opportunity to correct the situation. Please Note We are committed to offering the absolute best
value for our customers. If price is your main concern, we are offering this economy style window
regulator as well. It is the same one that most internet sellers are offering. While this window
regulator is a good replacement, it is not backed by the same warranty as our high quality regulator.
Fits 198891 Honda Civic Driver Side Front Sedan To calculate the overall star rating and percentage
breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Yes, the car is 30 years old. This part fits perfectly and works great. I would
purchase again. Thanks AMParts. Didnt fix my problem. Purchased a used one off Facebook. Car
started. Please set a password for your account. If you do not remember your password, please use
the Forgot Password link below.Manufacturer names and logos in the RockAuto catalog are
trademarks of their respective companies and are used only to identify their products. All rights
reserved. Something went
wrong.http://www.laznia-radom.pl/userfiles/candy-cld135-instruction-manual.xml

1.0.

View cart for details.User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by
Verisign. Free Shipping. Highest Quality. It is the same one that most internet sellers are offering.
While this window regulator is a good replacement, it is not backed by the same warranty as our
high quality regulator. Lifetime Warranty This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. In the
event this item should fail due to manufacturing defects during intended use, we will replace the
part free of charge. This warranty covers the cost of the part only. Attention California Customers
WARNING This product can expose you to chemicals including Chromium Hexavalent Compounds,
which is known to the State of California to cause cancer, and birth defects or other reproductive
harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. Fits198891 Honda Civic Sedan Front
Driver Side Window Regulator Customer Service Policy We stand behind the products we sell. In
addition to any manufacturers warranties, we offer a limited 60 day money back guarantee on all
merchandise returned to us in like new uninstalled condition some restrictions apply. Please test fit
items before cutting, altering, or final installation. Altered items and custom orders are not
refundable or returnable. Shipping Policy Shipping price for this item is to the Continental US only.
This listing is only intended for domestic customers within the continental 48 states. Customers from
AK, HI, PR and other US Territories, please inquire before bidding. In order to insure the security of
all parties, we will only ship to the address confirmed by Paypal.Super high amount of views. 15
sold, 3 available. More Super high amount of views. 15 sold, 3 available. You are the light of the
world. Approved third parties also use these tools in connection with our display of ads. Sorry, there
was a problem saving your cookie preferences. Try

http://www.laznia-radom.pl/userfiles/candy-cld135-instruction-manual.xml


again.http://alpskr.com/userData/board/candy-cdb126-user-manual.xml

Accept Cookies Customise Cookies Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. We don’t share your credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your
information to others. Please try again.Create a free account Please try your search again later.You
can edit your question or post anyway.For exceptions and conditions, see Return details. To
calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average.
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item
on Amazon. It also analyses reviews to verify trustworthiness. Parts for the 8891 Civic are getting a
little hard to come by. Bottom line is Im not sorry I bought it, but I would try to find a different one if
I ever had to do this again. Changing this is a fair amount of work if you are not familiar with taking
the door apart, but fortunately, there are some good youtube videos on how to do it without breaking
the window.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again You must take the track off the old one and put it on the new one. Once
straightened take the hammer and smack the rail off. Slide new one on and youre done.Sorry, we
failed to record your vote. Please try again It works like a charm. Now I can roll down my driver
window lol. Thank you Amazon for fast shippingSorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again
Did not fit. Sat too long in my garage for me to return it for a refund. Never again.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we
failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again
Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again.

The online catalog we provide will get you through the ordering process safely and securely. All
genuine Honda Window Regulators from us are shipped directly from authorized Honda Dealer. If
you want search for Honda Window Regulator fast and easily, just come to Hondapartsnow.com to
look for your parts. Having your window come off track or become stuck is an extremely annoying
thing, and one we’ll show you guys how to remedy today. Today we’ll be taking apart the manual
window in a 1996 Honda Civic Hatchback, and showing you guys How To Fix Honda Civic Manual
Windows. This is stage 1 of how to fix Honda Civic Manual windows. If you are uncomfortable
working on your vehicle, please take your car to an experienced mechanic. If you are on this page
and you have power windows, this step can be skipped. You are now halfway done with our how to
fix Honda Civic manual windows guide. These plastic clips are fragile and can break if you are not
careful, so make sure to be extra gentle when tugging. Pull these plastic clips out and place them
back in the door panel. Normally when a window comes off track, it’s usually a lubrication issue
which we’ll tackle next. Adjusting your guides to help your window stay in the track and go up
smoothly should be relatively easy and straightforward. First lubricate the roller in the guide, so that
the wheels do not bind or seize in the guide. If your window is STILL sticking in place, it’s time to
take apart the window regulator itself. Next undo the 4 10mm bolts that secure the regulator to the
door, and gently turn the regulator to the left and slide it out of your door. Our particular car
happened to have a bent regulator arm, and also some damage to the center pin of the window
regulator. This excess movement causes our window to bind when rolling up or down, so we’ll be
replacing the window regulator to take care of our issue. Leave us a message below!

http://gbb.global/blog/3m-manuals-0

Next article Press Release NEW TEIN MONO SPORT AVAILABLE John Huh How do you correct that
issue If the 10mm nuts are off center, it will cause the window to go up and bind. Over time this
molding can become flattened or warped causing your window to jump off track. Thanks for
commenting! Not to mention you can also adjust the window by loosening the main 10mm nuts and
push up on the window regulator assembly. This is in a manual window Civic right. Thanks for
commenting! Do you think this would require a new regulator or just some new silicon spray.
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Thanks! Connor Open up your door and check the panels sir! You can typically find it for 40 dollars
at a Honda parts store, or used at a junkyard for around 20. I’ve tried multiple things to get them to
stick firmly. What do I ask for How do I get it It’s a nightmare without this essential part of the fix
for me. Once the glass has broken away from the plastic clips you aren’t going to be able to restore
it back to original or factory form without some huge modifications and really rolling the dice.Best to
pick up a replacement sheet of glass from a junkyard Civic. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Drop me a line if you have any questions. Dormans new OE FIX timing cover is made with
a more durable aluminum water outlet so you wont have to.View Details Dormans new OE FIX
timing cover is made with a more durable aluminum water outlet so you wont have to. View Video
Get regular updates on new innovations and repair tips. Advance Auto Parts has 91 different
Window Regulator for your vehicle, ready for shipping or instore pick up.Here at Advance Auto
Parts, we work with only top reliable Window Regulator product and part brands so you can shop
with complete confidence. Some of our top Window Regulator product brands are Dorman OE
Solutions, and Genuine. We’re sure you will get the right product to keep that Civic running for a
long time. Hear from other customers via the 863 reviews on parts for your Honda Civic.

http://americanpatriotbeer.com/images/bravo-snowmobile-manual.pdf

If you prefer to shop in person for the right Window Regulator products for your Civic, visit one of
our local Advance Auto Parts locations and you’ll be back on the road in no time! The latest
technological advances in motors, materials and cable systems have been applied to new and
previously released applications.The latest technological advances in motors, materials and cable
systems have been applied to new and previously released applications. Product Features
Engineered improvements enhance performance Quality tested to ensure trouble free installation,
performance, and durability Plug and Play No wire splicing necessary Features AntiPinch technology
where applicable Safety feature reduces risk to passenger The latest technological advances in
motors, materials and cable systems have been applied to new and previously released
applications.Everything lined up and fit well. Fairly easy to install, and a fraction of the price the
dealership wanted. Everything lined up and fit well. Fairly easy to install, and a fraction of the price
the dealership wanted. This failure will cause premature burnout of the Window Lift Motor. With a
CARDONE engineered New Window Lift Motor and Regulator Assembly, you can save time and
money by replacing the entire assembly. CARDONE Window Lift Motor and Regulator Assemblies
are engineered to meet or exceed OEM performance, providing a quality product both you and your
vehicle can rely on. Product Features Improved over original performance, all gears are designed
with a stronger, less brittle material than O.E.

http://gerrim.com/images/bravo-washing-machine-manual.pdf

to prevent premature wear, striping and breakage, thus extending the performance life 100% load
testing ensures guaranteed performance every time Every motor is assembled with the precise
amount of lubricant to ensure quiet operation and long life Brushes are precisely designed to ensure
armature and contacts are properly matched Units are designed with extra torque motors to prevent
premature failure resulting from improperly lubricated window lift regulators Magnets deliver the
right amount of torque needed to withstand extreme weather conditions and to compensate for other
worn components in the window lift system Guaranteed fit and function Meets or exceeds O.E.M.
performance The latest technological advances in motors, materials and cable systems have been
applied to new and previously released applications.Good product and a good price Good product
and a good price The latest technological advances in motors, materials and cable systems have
been applied to new and previously released applications.The installation instructions were a joke,
but who needs printed instructions when we have youtube. Right part, ready for pickup when
promised, fair price. No complaints! The installation instructions were a joke, but who needs printed
instructions when we have youtube. Right part, ready for pickup when promised, fair price. No
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complaints! Just wish the regulator alone would of bolted up to the stock motor. Just wish the
regulator alone would of bolted up to the stock motor. The latest technological advances in motors,
materials and cable systems have been applied to new and previously released
applications.Installation was a breeze and it came with a great warranty. The operation and
movement is smooth and more quite than the original. I dont have a single negative thing to say
about the whole experience from beginning to end. Installation was a breeze and it came with a
great warranty. The operation and movement is smooth and more quite than the original.

I dont have a single negative thing to say about the whole experience from beginning to end. Great
product! Great product! The latest technological advances in motors, materials and cable systems
have been applied to new and previously released applications.Ive done my research here on
advanceauto.com and it says it will fit exactly. Its the wrong size! The regulator bolt correctly but
the motor was to short to bolt on the door and the window it self did not match with the holes on the
regulator. So this item does not fit for the 0204 civic si hatchback models. How disappointed. Ive
done my research here on advanceauto.com and it says it will fit exactly. Its the wrong size! The
regulator bolt correctly but the motor was to short to bolt on the door and the window it self did not
match with the holes on the regulator. So this item does not fit for the 0204 civic si hatchback
models. How disappointed. Only complaint is that cable was 12 inches shorter than it should have
been and I wasnt able to clip the wire in. Only complaint is that cable was 12 inches shorter than it
should have been and I wasnt able to clip the wire in. The latest technological advances in motors,
materials and cable systems have been applied to new and previously released applications.Went
back to the store got what was supposed to be the right one for twice the price!!! It was the wrong
part as well. Wound up leaving without the part.had to go elsewhere Went back to the store got what
was supposed to be the right one for twice the price!!! It was the wrong part as well. Wound up
leaving without the part.had to go elsewhere Said had a improved design. I guess this means will not
work with your car. Buyer beware do not believe direct replacement statement because it is not.
Said had a improved design. I guess this means will not work with your car. Buyer beware do not
believe direct replacement statement because it is not.

Difficult to get the window bolts out since it was stuck in the closed position. Difficult to get the
window bolts out since it was stuck in the closed position. The latest technological advances in
motors, materials and cable systems have been applied to new and previously released
applications.Power motor would not fit on it. Power motor would not fit on it. The latest
technological advances in motors, materials and cable systems have been applied to new and
previously released applications.The latest technological advances in motors, materials and cable
systems have been applied to new and previously released applications.Product Features OEM
Quality Direct fit Application Meets or exceeds OEM specifications Utilizes the factory style mounts,
connectors and fittings Provides exceptional reliability The Genuine Window Regulator is the
GENUINE part, in the car manufacturers box, as sold by the new car dealer. Product Features
OEMQuality and Direct Fit replacement. OEM factory connections and fittings. Original Equipment
Supplier Each unit is reengineered, built and tested to match O.E. performance. For nearly half a
century, CARDONE Remanufactured Window Lift Motors have provided rocksolid reliability that you
can trust for the long haul. Product Features Improved over original performance, gears are
redesigned with a stronger, less brittle material than O.E. to prevent premature wear, striping and
breakage Each unit is 100% tested at 3 points in the remanufacturing process for guaranteed
performance Every motor is assembled with the precise amount of lubricant to ensure quiet
operation and long life Motor magnets are 100% recharged for superior performance and reliability
All critical bearings are relubricated or replaced to extend product life Guaranteed fit and function
Meets or exceeds O.E.M performance Each unit is reengineered, built and tested to match O.E.
performance.



For nearly half a century, CARDONE Remanufactured Window Lift Motors have provided rocksolid
reliability that you can trust for the long haul. Product Features Improved over original
performance, gears are redesigned with a stronger, less brittle material than O.E. to prevent
premature wear, striping and breakage Each unit is 100% tested at 3 points in the remanufacturing
process for guaranteed performance Every motor is assembled with the precise amount of lubricant
to ensure quiet operation and long life Motor magnets are 100% recharged for superior performance
and reliability All critical bearings are relubricated or replaced to extend product life Guaranteed fit
and function Meets or exceeds O.E.M performance With both front and rear applications, VDO
Window Regulators are identical to the original version providing an easy fix. VDO products are built
in ISO TS certified facilities and come complete for fast, easy installation. Window regulators can fail
over time due to extreme weather conditions and repetitive use. Professional technicians and DIYers
alike want quality products for ease of installation, fit, and performance. VDO offers both cable and
gear style regulators that provide reliable performance, restoring your vehicles window function like
new. Product Features OEM Quality Direct fit Application Meets or exceeds OEM specifications
Utilizes the factory style mounts, connectors and fittings Provides exceptional reliability This failure
will cause premature burnout of the Window Lift Motor. With a CARDONE engineered New Window
Lift Motor and Regulator Assembly, you can save time and money by replacing the entire assembly.
CARDONE Window Lift Motor and Regulator Assemblies are engineered to meet or exceed OEM
performance, providing a quality product both you and your vehicle can rely on. Product Features
Improved over original performance, all gears are designed with a stronger, less brittle material
than O.E.

to prevent premature wear, striping and breakage, thus extending the performance life 100% load
testing ensures guaranteed performance every time Every motor is assembled with the precise
amount of lubricant to ensure quiet operation and long life Brushes are precisely designed to ensure
armature and contacts are properly matched Units are designed with extra torque motors to prevent
premature failure resulting from improperly lubricated window lift regulators Magnets deliver the
right amount of torque needed to withstand extreme weather conditions and to compensate for other
worn components in the window lift system Guaranteed fit and function Meets or exceeds O.E.M.
performance The latest technological advances in motors, materials and cable systems have been
applied to new and previously released applications.The latest technological advances in motors,
materials and cable systems have been applied to new and previously released applications.With
both front and rear applications, VDO Window Regulators are identical to the original version
providing an easy fix. VDO products are built in ISO TS certified facilities and come complete for
fast, easy installation. Window regulators can fail over time due to extreme weather conditions and
repetitive use. Professional technicians and DIYers alike want quality products for ease of
installation, fit, and performance. VDO offers both cable and gear style regulators that provide
reliable performance, restoring your vehicles window function like new. Product Features OEM
Quality Direct fit Application Meets or exceeds OEM specifications Utilizes the factory style mounts,
connectors and fittings Provides exceptional reliability All WSO window regulators and
regulatormotor assemblies come complete and ready for easy installation. The OE quality means
increased installer confidence with fewer comebacks. Coverage includes European, and Asian
passenger cars and light trucks.

Product Features Superior, reliable performance compared to competitive products Identical to OE
for simplified installation and no comebacks Durable construction including long life motors, gears,
cables and case Factory original equipment connectors No additional time consuming steps needed
for installation Vehicle specific fit and function Manufactured in ISO Certified facilities All WSO
window regulators and regulatormotor assemblies come complete and ready for easy installation.
The OE quality means increased installer confidence with fewer comebacks. Coverage includes
European, and Asian passenger cars and light trucks. Product Features Superior, reliable



performance compared to competitive products Identical to OE for simplified installation and no
comebacks Durable construction including long life motors, gears, cables and case Factory original
equipment connectors No additional time consuming steps needed for installation Vehicle specific fit
and function Manufactured in ISO Certified facilities All WSO window regulators and regulatormotor
assemblies come complete and ready for easy installation. The OE quality means increased installer
confidence with fewer comebacks. Coverage includes European, and Asian passenger cars and light
trucks. Product Features Superior, reliable performance compared to competitive products Identical
to OE for simplified installation and no comebacks Durable construction including long life motors,
gears, cables and case Factory original equipment connectors No additional time consuming steps
needed for installation Vehicle specific fit and function Manufactured in ISO Certified facilities Find
our most popular parts below This one did not come with the studs so I was able to Have to loose
plastic Enroll now and start getting rewarded its easy. Approved third parties also use these tools in
connection with our display of ads. Sorry, there was a problem saving your cookie preferences. Try
again.

Accept Cookies Customise Cookies Please try again.Please try your search again later.You can edit
your question or post anyway.To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star,
we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and
if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyses reviews to verify trustworthiness. Parts
for the 8891 Civic are getting a little hard to come by. Bottom line is Im not sorry I bought it, but I
would try to find a different one if I ever had to do this again. Changing this is a fair amount of work
if you are not familiar with taking the door apart, but fortunately, there are some good youtube
videos on how to do it without breaking the window.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again You must take the track off the old one
and put it on the new one. Once straightened take the hammer and smack the rail off. Slide new one
on and youre done.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again It works like a charm. Now I
can roll down my driver window lol. Thank you Amazon for fast shippingSorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again Did not fit. Sat too long in my garage for me to return it for a refund.
Never again.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again. Explore 0
Description Fitting Position Front. Operating Mode Electric. Fitting Position Right. Fitment For
4Door Model Only. Number of Doors 4Doors. Imported from UK.

Right Front Window Regulator for Honda Civic Mk Iv Eg, Eh 1991 To 1995There are two basic types
of windowIn cars with a motor the regulator is either sold as a whole unit or as aWindow Regulator
Problems. Problems withwindow regulators are common.A broken regulator cable can cause the
window to jam or fall inside the door. In colder weather the window can often freeze in the closed
position.Then when the window switch is pressed the windowIn some cases the window can be
reattached to theThe most common problem is general wear on the regulatorSymptoms Of A Bad
Window RegulatorWed love to help you out. Based on the radius, a new location list is generated for
you to choose from. This will fit all 8th Gen Honda Civic coupes Driver side. See other Items for
saleThis will fit all 8th Gen Honda Civic passenger coupes passenger side. Easy to installBrand
Dorman 741300.
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